INTRODUCTION TO
THE DOMAINE PAUL BLANCK

The Blanck family has been established in Alsace since the late 16th century and in the
wine business in Kientzheim since the early 19th.
The regional wine activity has gone through a great deal of changes, mainly political ones,
over the last two centuries.
Nonetheless, from the original estate, of modest size, the Blanck family has built a large
and modern wine company, while remaining faithful to its identity, definitely familyrooted but open to innovations, such as environment-friendly farming methods.
Total area in production covers about 36 Ha (90 acres), scattered over five “Grands Crus”
and four regionally recognised “Lieux-dits”.
Yearly output varies according to each vintage, but is generally fluctuating around an
average of 220.000 bottles per year.

THE BLANCK WINES

The CLASSICS
These are wines from the traditional Alsatian varieties.
Fruit wines, aromatic, giving the best of themselves within the first five years, with some exceptions
in the case of the very best vintages. They generally come from light soils, sandy, gravely, as well
as sandstone or clays.
The "CRUS"

Patergarten, Altenbourg, Grafreben, Rosenbourg.

These named places are renowned for their personality: The varieties grown there express all their
potential thanks to the soil and microclimate characteristic of each of them. They produce wines
that develop rather slowly and give their best when three to ten years old.
The “GRANDS CRUS”

Schlossberg, Furstentum, Mambourg, Sommerberg, Wineck-Schlossberg.

The wines from these soils are their utmost expression. Wines for aging indeed (more than 15
years, several decades for some exceptional vintages).
THE LATE HARVEST WINES
The grapes are harvested in over maturity, sometimes as late as the last days of December.
Generally produced on the Altenbourg or the Furstentum, their mellowness is exceptionally
concentrated and allows several decades of aging.
Minimal sugar content:
243g/liter for the Gewurztraminer,
243g/liter for the Tokay,
220g/liter for the Riesling,
220g/liter for the Muscat,
NOBLE ROTTED SWEET WINES
The harvest is a selective one done by hand, requesting several cuts in order to cut off the over
mature grape-berries only, leaving the remainder of the bunch for further rotting.
The botrytized (over mature) berries later undergo a very careful selection, in order to obtain the
sweetest juices with the highest acidity and the greatest concentrations of aromas. These wines are
exclusively produced in very good vintages and on the noblest soils only (chiefly the Furstentum).
Minimal sugar content:
279 g/liter for the Gewurztraminer,
279 g/liter for the Tokay,
256 g/liter for the Riesling,
256 g/liter for the Muscat.

THE SOILS

The Domaine is divided in vineyards scattered on the territory of eight villages.
This is introducing a great diversity of soils and is to reduce the effects of climate hazards such as frost
and hail.

Named places
The gravely “Patergarten” is located in the valley of Kaysersberg. The vineyards there enjoy a
microclimate allowing an early ripening of the bunches.
The wines reflect the personality of the soil: light and forward.
The “Altenbourg” is a clay-like and chalky soil. Located just below the Grand Cru “Furstentum” on
the same south-facing hill. The wines are full-bodied and riche in aromas.
The “Rosenbourg” is located on the territory of Riquewihr, facing southeast. The soil is a blend of
chalk, silica and silt, producing stout wines with a smoked touch typical of the named place.

Grands Crus
The “Schlossberg” has long been recognized as something special: it has been the first vineyard to
officially become a “Grand Cru” in 1975.
The “Schlossberg” must be cultivated in terraces, since the steepness of the slope allows no other
cultivation system. Facing south, its warm granites are fissured down by the trace elements-andsustenance-hungry roots.
Granite brings an unmistakable freshness to the wines, which are also characterized by a richly floral
bouquet very present in the first years, before minerality asserts its presence after 5 to 10 years of
aging.
The “Furstentum” calcareous soil of pebbly structure, also south-facing with an up to 38% slope
enhancing exposure to the sun, therefore enjoying a unique Mediterranean-like flora.
Full-bodied wines are being produced here. Complex and powerful aromas make them wines for
aging.
The “Mambourg”: on a calcareous foothill, the furthest into the plain of Alsace, is facing south.
Wines produced here give the best of themselves within their first years. As years go by, there is a
tendency for minerality to become dominant.
The “Sommerberg”: of deeply weathered granite, exceeds 400 meters of elevation. Slopes are steep
(up to 45%). The wines, combining richness and freshness, are for aging.
The “wineck-schlossberg” exposed full south in the heart of the Katzenthal dale. The WineckSchlossberg benefits from a natural protection from winds.
Its wines develop floral tastes, occasionally delicately smoked and clearly mineral the combination of
minerality and grape-variety features is noticeable from the very first years.

LÉGENDES
GRANDS CRUS
LIEUX-DITS

Domaine Paul BLANCK à Kientzheim
Vallée de Kaysersberg, Alsace
Grand Cru Schlossberg

Grand Cru Furstentum

Lieu-dit Patergarten

Grand Cru Mambourg

Lieu-dit Grafreben

Lieu-dit Altenbourg
TYPES DE SOLS
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GRANDS CRUS
Schlossberg : Granit
Furstentum : Marno-gréseux
+ calcaire
Mambourg : Marno-calcaire
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LIEUX-DITS
Altenbourg : Argilo-calcaire
Patergarten : Alluvions caillouteuses,
en terrasses, graves
Grafreben : Marnes gréseuses à gypse
Rosenbourg : Marnes grises à noires
à gypse sur sous-sol granitique

